Hard Rolling for Increasing the Strength of Functional Surfaces subjected to Rolling Loads
As part of a funded project, HEGENSCHEIDT-MFD GmbH has developed a hard rolling process
in close cooperation with research institutes, rolling bearing manufacturers and metallography
companies. Through the use of the associated machining concepts and tool variants, residual compressive
stresses are induced in the running surfaces of the
bearing rings, which results not only in hardening and
smoothing, but also in a demonstrable increase in the
service life of rolling bearing raceways in particular. HEGENSCHEIDT-MFD GmbH, a medium-sized mechanical
engineering company within the NILES-SIMMONS-HEGENSCHEIDT Group (NSH) with an international focus,
has been engaged for many decades in the smooth and
deep rolling and roll straightening of rotationally symmetrical components.
1 Introduction
HEGENSCHEIDT-MFD GmbH demonstrated in the three-year research project “Hard rolling of
bearing rings” (funding code EFRE-0800344) in close cooperation with other project partners
that the bearing rings of anti-friction bearings achieve a significantly longer service life as a
result of the process sequence of hard turning and hard rolling with a hard rolling process that
had been specially adapted for this purpose.

Compared with the conventional process chain for hard machining, hard rolling therefore offers
a resource-saving and cost-effective alternative. The longer service life of the bearings contributes to a further increase in efficiency and therefore reduces the costs not only for the manufacturer, but also for the user. This may be the avoidance of early breakdowns of production
machines or the extension of maintenance intervals, for example in the energy supply field.
From tool and process development to the finished anti-friction bearing, all of the necessary
skills were available within the project consortium.
Determination of the process requirements was followed by the iterative development of the
rolling tools and process parameters, with this being followed in turn by trials on analogue and
real components.

Hard rolling is a forming production process in which hardened areas of components are plasticised and shaped by means of a rolling element in the contact area.
The aim is both work hardening and the introduction of residual compressive stresses into the
border zone, as well as the smoothing of the surface, which results in an increase in the service
life of functional surfaces that are subjected to rolling loads.
The advantages of the hard rolling process lie in its cost-effectiveness and resource efficiency,
as it can be easily integrated into existing production lines with a short machining time and low
energy requirements.
The high variance in the specially adapted rolling tools and process parameters also enable the
machining of a large number of different anti-friction bearing variants.
There are currently only isolated approaches to using the process for anti-friction bearings,
although the anti-friction bearing industry offers a high application potential for the use of hard
rolling. Anti-friction bearings are among the most frequently used machine elements and often
have a significant influence on the operating behaviour and service life of production machines
and systems.

2 Motivation
The process is shown schematically in the image below. The rolling element generates a contact
pressure due to the normal force, which leads to plastic forming of the workpiece surface and
levels the roughness profile, as well as inducing additional residual compressive stresses in the
border zone.

Schematic representation of the hard rolling process

It has been demonstrated in several different studies that such residual compressive stresses
increase the service life of anti-friction bearings. The residual compressive stresses counteract
the progress of cracks in the rolling contact and therefore contribute to an increase in the resistance to surface disintegration and an improvement in rolling-contact stability. The smoothing of the surface counteracts any insufficient lubrication.

Distribution of the lubricating film with different surface characteristics

The induction of residual compressive stresses in bearing rings requires the development of a
new tool concept, as none of the existing ones offers accessibility of the tool.

3 Rolling Process and Tool Development
For the hard rolling process, HEGENSCHEIDT-MFD has developed a suitable variable tool that is
used in the feed rolling process. Relatively small rolling elements are used for this. The contour
of the bearing ring is traced with the rolling element using a defined feed rate. In this way, the
usual raceway contours can be machined very flexibly.
The force-based support in several spatial axes, as well as the variable tool design, enable the
machining of a wide range of designs of inner and outer rings.
The robust and durable mechanical design of the rolling element bearing does not require any
additional media. Furthermore, it is possible to monitor the process by means of interfaces and
thereby carry out a resource-saving adaptation of the machining task.

4 Experimental Investigation
The first investigations were carried out on axial washers as simple test specimens, which enabled a high level of reproducibility and therefore comparability of the machining.

The characterisation process comprised features such as the geometry, surface quality and
shape and position tolerances on the one hand, and boundary zone properties such as residual
stresses and a hardness profile on the other. On the basis of the analogue components it was
shown that induced residual compressive stresses lead to a significant increase in the service
life.

5 Service Life Investigations
The results of trials with real anti-friction bearings are shown in the following image.

Increase in the service life of hard-rolled anti-friction bearing rings

If the results of standard hard-turned samples are taken as a reference to 1, the hard rolling
process results in an increase in the service life by a factor of 3.2 according to the current status.

6 Rolling Results
Example of a clearly identifiable improvement in the surface roughness levels:

The measurement report shows that the bearing raceways are uniformly well smoothed,
which also includes the uniform generation of the residual compressive stresses.

Roughness values of a hard-rolled anti-friction bearing ring

The generated contour accuracy corresponds to the common requirements of the anti-friction
bearing industry.

7 Potential Workpieces
In principle, hard rolling with the newly developed tool base and the tool variants derived from
it can be used for all rolling bearing raceways. Also for linear bearings and guides, as well as ball
caster units and the like.
Furthermore, it can provide significant performance improvements for more complex structural units with integrated rolling element raceways and for the components which are treated
accordingly.

8 Summary
Although the benefits of the surface rolling of bearing raceways have been demonstrated several times in various studies, they have not yet been implemented as standard because suitable
process and tool concepts for the machining of typical bearing geometries have been lacking
up to now. The hard rolling process developed by HEGENSCHEIDT-MFD for rolling bearing raceways closes this gap. The variable design options enable its application in a large number of
different types of anti-friction bearing units.
The integrated interfaces for process monitoring, as well as the robust and durable design of
the rolling element bearing, ensure the precise positioning of the required rolling forces.
The trials carried out so far have shown both high machining qualities and very good values for
the increase in the service life.
Several projects are currently underway with different partners to prove the suitability of the
process for series production.
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